Reviews for The Seven Spell Saga
"I came across Spellbinding and The Spell Breaker when
I was looking for something different and interesting to
read on holiday. Both books are really excellent. The
characters are well developed, and it moves along at a
great pace. The story makes you want to know what's
going to happen next. The descriptions and scene
setting are good, I love the character Oliver and a twist
in the story had me desperate to see what happened
next to him so even though I was thinking of reading the
second book after about a week I started it straight
away and I can't wait to get the third book to check on
the characters. " Exciting series, January 29, 2011
"I have read all the available books (so far) in this series
(one after another as I couldn't help it) and have also
sneak peaked the first chapter of the next book (that's
available on the author's website). I loved it. I loved all
of the main characters and the author did an amazing
job. I want more." More please...., April 7, 2011
"The Seven Spell is the third book I have read in The
Seven Spell Saga. I was expecting a lot from this book
as the first two were great to read. I was not
disappointed, this book is such fun, and there is lots of
romance and twists in the characters lives. Magic, time
travel, philosophy, treasure! I like how the characters
use humour to lighten some tense situations.
I'm really looking forward to the fourth book." February
13, 2011
"I loved the first three books and this book is yet again
another fantastic continuation. If you have read the first
three books in the series you will enjoy this one as much
as i did. Chloe is still in love with Tristan and Oliver but
the relationships have progressed. More adventures
were undertaken and more of Tristan's past is revealed
in this installment." Loved it to the next level, June
24, 2011

"I came across this series of books quite by accident,
having had a new Kindle for Christmas I was on the
search for something to fill some of the empty space`s
that sat there challenging me every time I switched my
Kindle on! anyway this sounded like an interesting
candidate, so I gave it a try. I was captivated right from
the start the characters CHLOE, OLIVER and TRISTAN
although an odd mix really fit together well, and I soon
found myself drawn in and whisked along with them
almost as if I was there with them. This series of books
really does have a magical quality that transports you to
another place and time.
Tessa Stokes ability to bring fiction to life in my opinion
is second to none and I can`t wait to read the fifth
installment in this series and would certainly
recommend". The Spell Breaker (The Seven Spell Saga)
Spellbinding (The Seven Spell Saga) The Seven Spell
(The Seven Spell Saga) The Sealed Door Book four in
The Seven Spell Saga

